
 

Birds nesting in agricultural lands more
vulnerable to extreme heat, study finds
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As climate change intensifies extreme heat, farms are becoming less
hospitable to nesting birds, a new study found. That could be another
barrier to maintaining rapidly eroding biodiversity that also provides
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benefits to humans, including farmers who get free pest control when
birds eat agricultural pests.

Researchers who examined data on over 150,000 nesting attempts found
that birds in agricultural lands were 46% less likely to successfully raise
at least one chick when it got really hot than birds in other areas.

"I don't think we expected it to be as extreme as it was," said Katherine
Lauck, a Ph.D. candidate at University of California, Davis and lead
author of the study published Thursday in the journal Science.

Bird scientists have been tracking the decline of avian wildlife for years.
In 2019, a comprehensive study showed that there were three billion
fewer wild birds than in 1970. The new study represents a closer look at
what might be behind the dramatic decline.

Intense commercial farming is known to harm birds—fields completely
clear of trees and other natural barriers lack shelter for wildlife, and
pesticides and other agricultural chemicals can hurt birds.

The study concluded that species of higher conservation concern in the
U.S.—those closer to being listed as federally threatened or
endangered—were more vulnerable to extreme heat events in
agricultural settings. But across the board, birds in forests were 14%
more likely to achieve reproductive success in times of extreme heat.

The study's findings were not surprising to Ken Rosenberg, a biologist
with the Road to Recovery initiative who formerly worked as a
conservation biologist at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology and was lead
author on what he calls the "three billion birds study." The idea that
forest birds could benefit slightly from warmer temperatures makes
sense, he said, since shade from trees provides a buffer from extreme
heat that agricultural areas don't have.
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Rosenberg, who was not affiliated with this study, said he was pleased to
see a paper in a prestigious journal using large datasets built from citizen
science data. In this case, the observations came from NestWatch, a
nationwide nest-monitoring program that anyone can participate in.

However, Rosenberg cautioned that more data might be needed to
confirm that species of higher conservation concern were more
vulnerable, since the overwhelming majority of the data involved species
of low conservation concern.

The researchers predicted how different bird species might fare in each
landscape during extreme heat events. They concluded that in
agricultural areas, species of greater conservation concern, like the oak
titmouse, would see worse outcomes than species of lower concern, like
the house sparrow.

Rosenberg and David Bird, a professor emeritus of wildlife biology at
McGill University, said the study contributes to the understanding of the
negative effects of intensive single crop farming. Bird said the study
"sings the praises of the need for preserving our forests," which not only
protect birds from hot weather but also help protect ecosystems from
global warming by absorbing carbon.

The study suggests that if farmers purposefully left just a little more
natural space around farms with a few trees or native plants—not
necessarily changing everything about their operations—birds could
better coexist with humans, Rosenberg said.

"Some of these open country birds don't really need a lot of habitat or a
lot of space," he said. "They just need some."

Lead author Lauck is now working to better understand exactly why
birds experience such large differences in nesting success between
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farmed and forested areas, hoping that would point toward useful
interventions.

"New solutions that are neutral for farmers but helpful for biodiversity
in the long term will create a more resilient biosphere for all of us," they
said.

  More information: Katherine S. Lauck et al, Agriculture and hot
temperatures interactively erode the nest success of habitat generalist
birds across the United States, Science (2023). DOI:
10.1126/science.add2915. 
www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.add2915
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